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ABSTRACT

The present study is entitled “Translation of Song Lyrics and Its Implicit Meanings”. Implicit meaning in this study is defined as a part of meaning intended to be understood by the writer, about something to which a word or sentence refers. This study aims at classifying three kinds of implicit meaning expressions found in the song lyrics on the data by Michael Buble and investigating the meaning expressions found in the song lyrics by Michael Buble.

The data of the study was collected through searching in the search engine over the internet by considering some certain steps. It was followed by considering the translation of the song lyrics into Indonesian language (TL) and the songs were limited to those by Michael Buble entitled “Everything”. The data was then analysed by using descriptive qualitative method using document analysis technique in four steps of procedures: first, reading the lyrics and comprehending each meaning of the indications that have been conveyed in the song lyrics.; second, seeking the expression in the song lyrics that were left the kinds of implicit meaning expression based upon Larson (1984); third, categorizing and classifying the expressions with implicit meaning based on three kinds of implicit meaning expressions by Larson (1984); fourth, analyzing the meanings of the expressions according to Leech (1974) and supported by Cambridge Advance Learners Dictionary (2008).

The findings of the study showed that the 3 (three) types of implicit meaning proposed by Larson were used in the data. Most of the expressions applied was the implicit situational meaning; meanwhile, implicit referential meaning only applied in few expressions and implicit organizational meaning was the least. On the other hand, from the meaning analysis, most of the expressions with implicit meaning are having connotative meaning, Other lyrics, in addition, are having thematic, collocative and conceptual or denotative meaning.
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